This paper describes the Alibaba Machine Translation Group submissions to the WMT 2018 Shared Task on Parallel Corpus Filtering. While evaluating the quality of the parallel corpus, the three characteristics of the corpus are investigated, i.e. 1) the bilingual/translation quality, 2) the monolingual quality and 3) the corpus diversity. Both rulebased and model-based methods are adapted to score the parallel sentence pairs. The final parallel corpus filtering system is reliable, easy to build and adapt to other language pairs.
Introduction
The parallel corpus is an essential resource for machine translation and multilingual natural language processing. Apart from the quantity and domain, the quality of parallel corpus is also very important in MT system training (Koehn and Knowles, 2017; Khayrallah and Koehn, 2018) . The Internet contains a large number of multilingual resources, including parallel and comparable sentences (Resnik and Smith, 2003) . Many successful machine translation systems are built using the corpus crawled from the web. But in practice, this kind of parallel corpus may be very noisy. The task of Parallel Corpus Filtering tackles the problem of cleaning noisy parallel corpus.
In this task, we can divide the corpus cleaning task into three parts. Firstly, a high-quality parallel sentence pair should have the property that its target sentence precisely translates the source sentence, and vice versa. In this task, we attempt to quantify the translation quality (also called bilingual score) and accuracy of the sentence pair. Secondly, the quality of the target and/or source sentences of the parallel corpus should also be evaluated. In this work, the target side sentences are concerned a lot for their importance in NMT.
Thirdly, as described by the Parallel Corpus Filtering task, the participants should not pay attention to the domain-relatedness. We need to focus on all the domains so that the resulting MT system can be widely used. So the diversity should be evaluated while subsampling the parallel corpus. Finally, the three characteristics of the parallel corpus are combined to build the final clean corpus.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes our methods which are used in parallel corpus filtering. Section 3 specifies the experiments and results. The dataset for building model-based methods is also detailed in this section. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
Parallel Sentence Pairs Scoring Methods
In this section, three kinds of scoring/filtering methods are detailed.
Bilingual Quality Evaluation
Here, we describe the noisy corpus filtering rules and two kinds of translation quality evaluation methods: (1) Word Alignment Based bilingual scoring and (2) Bitoken CNN Classifier based bilingual scoring (Chen et al., 2016) .
Rule-based Filtering
A series of heuristic rules are applied to filter bad sentence pairs. They are simple but efficient, which are described below.
• The length ratio of source sentence to target sentence. Sentence length is calculated as the number of tokens/words. In our system, the ratio is set between 0.4 and 2.5.
• The edit distance between the source token sequence and the target token sequence. A small edit distance indicates that the source and target sentences are very similar. This kind of corpus harms the performance of the NMT system a lot (Khayrallah and Koehn, 2018) . Besides, the edit distance can be normalized by the average length of source and target sentence length, which represents the edit distance ratio. Both edit distance and edit distance ratio are used to filter sentence pairs in which the source and target sentence are similar. In our system, a sentences pair will be dropped if its edit distance is less than 2 or edit distance ratio is less than 0.1.
• The consistency of special tokens (Taghipour et al., 2010) . For example, the high-quality sentence pairs should contain the same email address in both source and target sentences (if exists). In this task, special tokens are an email address, URL, and a big Arabic number.
Word Alignment-based Bilingual Scoring
The word alignment model can be used for evaluating the translation quality of bilingual sentence pairs (Khadivi and Ney, 2005; Taghipour et al., 2010; Ambati, 2011) . Inspired by the work of (Khadivi and Ney, 2005) , we simplify the original algorithm, and the translation score of sentence pairs is given below:
In Equation (1), s and t represent the source and target sentences respectively, p(w 1 |w 2 ) indicates the word translation probability, a s2t indicates the source words to target words alignment, m and n are the lengths of source and target sentences. In this task, the word alignment model is trained on a clean parallel corpus provided by WMT18 New Translation Task. We use the fast align toolkit (Dyer et al., 2013 ) to train the model, and get the forward and reverse word translation probability tables.
This model is also called alignment scoring model. 
Bitoken CNN Classifier-based Bilingual Scoring
Following the work of (Chen et al., 2016) , a bitoken CNN based scoring model is built for translation quality evaluation.
In this model, the bitokens are extracted from aligned sentence pairs. Figure 1 shows how a bitoken sequence can be obtained from a word-aligned sentence pair. Each bitoken in the sequence is treated as a word, and each bitoken sequence is treated as a normal sentence. Then these bitoken sentences are fed to the CNN Classifier to build the bilingual scoring model. For every candidate sentence pair, this model will give two probabilities: p pos and p neg , and the quality score is treated as score bitoken = p pos − p neg . For the train data set, the bitoken sequences obtained from the highquality corpus are labeled as positive. As for the negative train data, we manually construct some noisy data based on the clean data. (Lample et al., 2017) For example, shuffle the target side sentences of the clean parallel corpus, or randomly delete the source or target sentence's words. So the negative bitoken sequences could be obtained from this unparallel corpus.
This scoring model can also be called bitoken CNN scoring model.
Monolingual Quality Evaluation Rule based Filtering
A few rules are applied to filtering the sentence pairs whose source or target side are not good. These rules are:
• The length of the sentence which is too short (≤ 2 words) or too long (> 80 words) will be dropped.
• The ratio of valid tokens counts to the length of the sentence. Here, valid tokens are the tokens which contain the letters in the corresponding language. For example, a valid token in English should contain English letters. In our system, the sentence is filtered if its valid-tokens ratio is less than 0.2.
• Language filtering. For German-English parallel corpus, the source and target sentences' languages should be English and German. We can detect the sentence's language by using a language detection tool we developed 1 . The sentences pair is filtered if the languages of its source and target sides are not German and English.
Language Model Scoring
We use the language model to evaluate the quality of sentences. The language model is successfully used to select domain-related corpus (Yasuda et al., 2008; Moore and Lewis, 2010) . Besides, the language model can also be used to filter out ungrammatical data (Denkowski et al., 2012; Allauzen et al., 2011) , which is suitable for this task. In our corpus filtering system, we focus on the quality of target sentences, i.e. English sentences, as they are more important in NMT. Firstly, a large language model is built on all available English monolingual corpus provided by WMT18. The training corpus is cleaned using some rules mentioned above. Then the normalized-length language model score can be regarded as the monolingual quality score. But in practice, this method has a shortcoming: it gives lower scores for the good sentences that contain rare words. The training corpus needs to be generalized to overcome this shortness, for example, we can replace the words that occur less than 10 times in LM train corpus with their part of speech tag (Axelrod et al., 2015) . Finally, the language model is re-built on the generalized corpus.
Corpus Diversity

Rule-based Filtering
We could use a simple rule to reduce the number of similar sentence pairs. Firstly, source and target sentences should be generalized. In our experiment, for the English sentence, the generalization is done by removing all the characters ex-cept for English letters. Also, a similar operation is done for generalizing German sentences. After that, if some sentence pairs have the same generalized source or target sentences, the sentence pair that has the highest quality score will be selected.
N-gram based Diversity Scoring
In this method, we aim to sub-select a corpus which contains a variety of N-grams. Such a corpus is regarded as high diversity. We follow the work of (Ambati, 2011; Biçici and Yuret, 2011) , with the motivation for introducing a feature decay function for the n-gram weight. In our system, after selecting a subset S j−1 1 , the next sentence s j 's diversity score is given by:
weight(ng, j − 1) = F req(ng, S) * e −λ * F req(ng,S
where S j−1 1 represents the set of selected sentences which contains 1 st to (j − 1) th sentences, and S is the whole sentences pool to be selected.
f (s j |S j−1 1 ) is the diversity score of sentence s j under the condition that corpus S j−1 1 is selected. N G(s j , n) is all n-grams of size n in sentence s j . |N G(s j , n)| is the size of the N G(s j , n). norm(s j ) is the normalization factor for sentence s j , and equals N n=1 |N G(s j , n)|. F req(ng, S) is the frequency of n-gram in selection data S. λ is the exponential decay hyper parameter, λ = 1 in our experiment.
The equation (2) indicates that the n-gram is weighted by its frequency in the pool set S and selected set S j−1 1 . The higher the frequency of ngrams in the selected set, the lower the weight; the higher the frequency of n-gram in the pool set, the higher the weight. In practice, firstly, the sentences pairs in the pool S are sorted by their quality scores(combined by bilingual and monolingual score) in descending order. Then the selection method described above is carried out on the target side of the bilingual corpus.
Parallel Phrases Diversity Scoring
The N-gram based Diversity Scoring is commonly used for selecting monolingual sentences with high diversity. Here we aim to sub-select a bilingual corpus which contains a variety of parallel phrases. With this kind of corpus, the MT model will learn more translation knowledge.
Firstly, we use the fast align toolkit to train a word alignment model. And then the phrase table of the corpus can be extracted by using the Moses toolkit. Next, we can obtain the parallel phrases pairs for each sentence pair from the phrase table using the methods of maximum matching. Finally, following the method described in section N-gram based Diversity Scoring, the same selection procedure (in which, N-gram is replaced by phrase pairs) is used for sentence pairs' scoring. In our system, it works best when the phrase length is less than 7.
Methods Combination and corpus sampling
In our corpus filtering system, all the methods are combined into a pipeline. First of all, we apply all the bilingual and monolingual rules to filter very noisy sentence pairs. Then, two bilingual scores and target side language model score could be produced by the above corresponding models. These three scores are individually normalized and then linearly combined to produce a single quality score. Here, the weights of these scores are selected with gird search method (Hsu et al., 2003) . After that, we sort the sentence pairs by their corresponding quality scores in the descending order. The diversity method is then used to re-score/re-order the corpus. Finally, we select two sets of the top-N sentence pairs that contain totally 10 million words and 100 million words.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we specify the experimental settings and results in corpus filtering task.
Corpora and Settings
The selection data pool 2 is provided by WMT18 Corpus Filtering Task, which contains about 100 million sentences pairs. It is very noisy. The task's participants are asked to sub-select sentence pairs that amount to (a) 100 million words and (b) 10 million words. 3 The quality of the resulting subsets is determined by the BLEU scores of a statistical machine translation (Moses, phrase-based) and neural machine translation system (Marian) trained on this data. In our SMT and NMT experiments, we used the SMT and NMT configuration that are provided by the task organizer 4 , as well as the development and test set.
While building the alignment scoring model, after using the bilingual and monolingual filtering rules, 4,337,154 sentence pairs are selected from the corpora provided by the WMT18 EnglishGerman news translation task. Next, the fast align tool is used to build the word alignment model on the clean corpus, and then we can obtain the forward and reverse word translation probability tables.
When building the bitoken CNN scoring model, 20,000 positive labeled bitoken sequences and 20,000 negative labeled bitoken sequences are constructed. The fast align toolkit is also used here. Then, we use the CONTEXT 5 toolkit to train the CNN models. The bitokens' embedding vectors are trained by word2vec 6 , and the size of each vector was set to 200.
For target sentences' quality evaluation, we use the KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013) toolkit to train the normal and generalized LM. The clean training corpus contains 60 million English sentences, which are sub-selected from the corpora provided by WMT18 News Translation Task.
Experimental Results
Firstly, the whole corpus which contains about 100 million sentence pairs was evaluated by training the SMT and NMT system. The final BLEU scores are 21.21 and 7.8 respectively. This experiment shows that the whole corpus is really noisy.
Other experimental results are detailed in Table 1. The randomly sub-selected corpus' performance is also very poor. The sys 1 system uses the bilingual/monolingual rules and alignment scoring, which performed much better. We replace the alignment scoring method by bitoken CNN method and then build the sys 2 system. We find that the alignment scoring method and bitoken CNN method are very similar in sentences pairs scoring. As a result, a lot of sentence pairs (about 70% in the subset) are selected by both methods. The two methods are combined in sys 3, which has a little improvement. While combining, , and then the linear model is used to produce a new score. In sys 3 system, the weights of alignment score and bitoken CNN score are 0.4 and 0.6 respectively.
The sys 4 introduced language mode score based on sys 3. The weights of the alignment score, bitoken CNN score, and the language model score are 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively. It shows that the language model is useful in selecting clean sentences pairs.
Finally, based on sys 4, the corpus diversity filtering rules and scoring are introduced in sys 5. We find that the diversity method (only Parallel Phrases Diversity Scoring is used in sys 5 system) works well in selecting the smaller subset corpus, e.g. the 10 million words corpus. For large subset corpus selection, it almost has no improvement. We attribute this to the sufficiently high diversity of larger subset corpus.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present our corpus filtering system for the WMT 2018 Corpus Filtering Task. In our system, sentence pairs are evaluated in three aspects: (1) the bilingual translation quality, (2) the monolingual quality of the source and target sentences and (3) the diversity of the sub-selected corpus. Our experiments show that all the methods are contributed to building a cleaner parallel corpus.
